
THREE SIDE TIPPER
Two Side Tipper and low bed trailer
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Sturdy Design.
Longevity.
Individuality.

We offer innovaive transport solutions!



About us
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Innovative trailers for many purposes “Made in Germany”

For 50 years now Blomenröhr provides building 
contractors, forwarding agents, landscape gardeners, 
communities and recycling enterprises with innovative 
trailer technique. The tandem-low bed trailers, three- 
and two-side tippers and mini-semitrailers with 
particularly low loading height are the ideal transport 
aides for machinery and bulk material. Blomenröhr 
guarantees long-life products with high quality. 
Exclusively high-quality material and components of 
well-known manufacturers are used as well as all 
components of the vehicles are manufactured within 
the Blomenröhr plants with  skilled workers. 
Blomenröhr can claim rightly that the products are “made in Germany”. Because of the high 
manufacturing depth and the long experience the family run company can competently realise  
individual requirements.

Our strength: special equipment and attachments
Our trailers are an important part of your fleet management. 
They will save you money in transporting machinery and 
goods because they are well designed and equipped. We 
can offer a multitude of extra fittings and bespoke 
equipment. For instance, we design ramps for easy access; 
fitted sidewalls in lightweight aluminum; grids for the 
transportation of loose material; special lashing 
possibilities; various tool boxes; hydraulic ramp lifters and 
lots more. In addition, we can offer combined designs such 
as twin side tippers;combination trailers for transporting 
containers and low bed trailers, fitted with spaces 
underneath the floor for the loading of scaffolding. Come 
and discuss your requirements with us and we will ensure 
your purchase suits your needs!

Product Range

Wir beschäftigen Facharbeiter und bilden diese aus.

1  Small low bed trailers up to 3,5 tons 

1  Low bed trailers  5,0 to -10,5 tons 

1  Three-side-tippers  5,0 to - 18 tons 

1  Two-side-tippers 10,5 to - 18 tons

1  Mini-semitrailers



THREE SIDE TIPPER

Total weight 5000 kg, order number 845/5000, net load approx. 
3100 kg, loading gauge approx. 4000x2300 mm, loading height 
unloaded approx. 850 mm, accessories: zink coated chassis, tool box

Total weight 6900 kg, order number 852/6900, net load approx. 
4650 kg, loading gauge approx. 4000x2300 mm, loading height 
unloaded approx. 880 mm, accessories: tool box, warning stripe, hooks

Total weight 8900 kg, order number 863/8900, net load approx. 
6450 kg, loading gauge approx. 4500x2300 mm, loading height 
unloaded approx. 880 mm, accessories: shelf for bucket

Total weight 10500 kg, order number 885/10500, net load approx. 
7800 kg, loading gauge approx. 4500x2300 mm, alternatively 
4500x2420 mm,  loading height unloaded approx. 930 mm

Total weight 11900 kg, order number 884/11900, NL ap.9200 kg,

Total weight 14000 kg, order number 888/14000, net load approx. 
10850 kg, loading gauge approx. 4500x2420 mm, loading height 
unloaded approx. 1100 mm, single tired (four tires)

Total weight 14000 kg, order number 887/14000 twin tired

Total weight 18000 kg, order number 889/18000, net load approx. 
13800 kg, loading gauge approx. 5000x2420 mm, loading height 
unloaded approx. 1110 mm, twin tired (eight tires) accessories: feather 
jack and central locking
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Benefits at a glance

Easy and safe handling
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The tipper is 
equipped with a 
multi-step cylinder 
and a lift limiter - 
a guarantee for  
secure handling.

The aluminium ramps 
can be sandwiched under 
the loading area. They 
are on rolls and can be 
easily withdrawn. The 
ramps can be plugged 
into the back and are 
secured against sliding. 
They can be used for 

tracked vehicles.

The upper body is 
marked by short gaps 
of the crossbars, 
especially around the 
cylinder 

The low loading hight supports the 
quick and secure loading of machines.

Components of 
brand names are 
used - a guarantee 
for quality and a 
quick supply of spare 
parts. 

The ramps are secured 
against theft with a steel 
cap which can be locked.

The back ist 
equipped with two 
parking supports. 
The lamps are 
securely mounted.

T h e  d r a w b a r  i s  
continously adjustable 
by a whinch (Range 
approx 0,72-1,02m). 
The whinch is covered 
and protected by a 
strong steel frame.
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In Practice

IN PRACTICE
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TWO SIDE TIPPER

The tandem two side tipper and low bed trailer offers a very special solution: the loading ramps remain in 
vertical position during tipping. This transport solution from Blomenröhr allows due to the very low loading 
height, a simple loading and unloading. The sideways adjustable loading ramps are equipped with an 
adjustable spring supported jack and can simply be retracted by one hand. Also for long vehicles, the 
engine hydraulic tipping equipment with two tipping cylinders with stroke limiter, guarantees a steep 
tipping angle. The length of the loading floor can be up to 7 meters. Bulk goods are quickly and efficiently 
tipped of – also in case of an uneven load distribution.

Two side tipper an low bed trailer
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WIR LÖSEN IHR TRANSPORTPROBLEM!

Blomenröhr Fahrzeugbau GmbH
Schneidweg 31 % 59590 Geseke
Deutschland/Germany
Telefon: 0049-(0)2942-5799770
Fax: 0049-(0)2942-5799777
E-mail: info@blomenroehr.com

www.blomenroehr.com 
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